Shelley Automation has built its reputation on
distributing automation and motion control
solutions to the Canadian marketplace since 1959.
Our success has been founded on providing
customers with the latest technologies so they can
compete in today’s global marketplace. Our
products and value-added services are engineered
to meet our customers’ requirements and
expectations.

“They provide us with great products,
good customer service and on-site
support as needed. Shelley
understands the high standards that
our company requires and are most
effective in meeting our technical and
commercial expectations.”

“Shelley Automation has been a key
partner to Innovative Automation
throughout our journey, and will
continue to be a key partner in helping
us to ensure that OUR customers
receive the best solutions for their
automation needs.”

“We appreciate how well Shelley
Automation responds to our needs;
they have done excellent work
delivering engineered inspection
solutions for our projects. Great
people and great support!“

Dave Evans, Automation Manager
Massiv Automated Systems

Steve Loftus, President
Innovative Automation Inc.

David Langen, Controls Manager
AFA Systems Ltd.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to build long-term partnerships with our customers. Working together, we ensure tomorrow’s
increasing demand for performance and quality.

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

Shelley Automation provides customers with reliable
detection, accurate inspection, advanced sensing and
measurement technologies. We can solve the most
challenging sensing problems and rapidly analyze an
application to find the optimal solution.
We specialize in the following sensing and
measurement technologies:







Photo electric
Precision LASER triangulation
LASER time of flight
Ultrasonic
Capacitive
Inductive

Shelley Automation’s machine vision systems are
unmatched in their ability to inspect, identify and guide
parts. These self-contained, industrial grade machine
vision systems combine a library of advanced vision tools
with high-speed image acquisition and processing.
Our vision sensors are ideal for inspecting parts and
product integrity. They solve simple error-proofing
applications and guarantee products are manufactured to
the highest quality.
Our machine vision systems and sensors are:





Self-contained
Utilize a library of advanced vision tools
Integrated with field changeable lighting and optics
Modular and compact form factors

Shelley Automation’s cobots are lightweight,
space-saving, easy to deploy, and re-deploy to multiple
applications without changing your production
layout. Moving the cobot to new processes is fast and
easy, giving you the agility to automate manual tasks,
including those with small batches or fast change-overs.
Human operators can be substituted with cobots in dirty,
dangerous or dull environments to reduce repetitive
strain and accidental injuries.
The out-of-box experience to unpack, mount and
program a cobot to perform its first simple task typically
takes less than one hour. Patented technology allows
operators with no programming experience to quickly set
up and run our cobots.
Our line of collaborative robots include:



6 Axis articulated robots
Autonomous mobile robots

Shelley Automation’s industrial robotic solutions are
designed to perform with higher-speed, precision and
more power than previous generations. The size of our
robots vary from small to large with capacities ranging
from a few pounds to over 800 pounds.
Our line of industrial robots include:






5 and 6 Axis articulated robots
H-Bots
SCARA
Cartesian (X/Y and Z)
Delta/Spider

Shelley Automation provides industrial, image-based
barcode readers to decode 1-D and 2-D codes from
printed labels to the hardest to read direct part mark
(DPM) codes. Our barcode readers can help reduce
costs, increase throughput and control traceability.
We offer a variety of barcode solutions to satisfy your
decoding requirements:





Fixed mount readers
Handheld readers
Barcode verifiers
Mobile terminals

Shelley Automation offers the latest in 2D and 3D LASER
displacement sensor technology, providing customers
with two and three-dimensional product inspections.
These industrial sensors deliver sub-micron level
accuracy and can perform plane fitting as well as
measure volume, height and cross section.
Our LASER profile scanning systems are:



Factory calibrated and deliver fast scan rates
Industry-leading vision software with powerful 2D
and 3D tool sets
 Compact, IP65 rated design withstands harsh
factory environments

Shelley Automation has been engineering and designing
motion-centric solutions to meet industries most
challenging and demanding requirements.
Our mechanical solutions consist of:










Precision positioning stages
Gantry systems
Ball and lead screw tables
Belt drive linear actuators
Linear motor positioners
High-thrust electric cylinders
Low-cost rod and rodless actuators
Gear reducers
Rack and pinion linear and rotary systems

Shelley Automation is capable of engineering systems
that meet your performance specifications and fall
within your budgetary constraints.
Our wide selection of control and HMI solutions include:








Multi-axis stand alone, bus-based and distributed
controllers
Programmable automation controllers
Servo, stepper drives and motors
Integrated servo motors
Piezo-ceramic motors
Kit motors, direct drive linear and rotary motors
Industrial PCs and HMIs

Shelley Automation offers the largest and most advanced
range of product identification and traceability technologies.
Specializing in permanent LASER, dot peen and scribe marking
systems, we offer the full range of LASER marking systems
capable of satisfying the most demanding LASER marking
applications.
Our LASER technology includes:






Fiber
End Pump Vanadate
CO2
UV
Green (532 nm)

Our LASER systems can mark any material with text, bar codes,
2-D codes, logos and graphics.
Our single and multi-pin dot peen PINSTAMP® systems are
based on a patented floating pin design. The pneumatically
driven pins permanently indent the target surface with the
most consistent dot peen..
Our scribe marking systems inscribe high quality, continuous
line characters in materials from plastics to hardened steel - in
virtual silence.

Shelley Automation offers a wide range of safety
related products including safety light screens, safety
interlock switches, e-stop modules, programmable
safety controllers, safety LASER scanners and two-hand
control safety modules that protect personnel and
equipment.
We also offer a variety of lighting and indicator
solutions, including LED lighting, signal tower lights,
indicators, touch buttons and pick-to-light indicators.
With flexible designs, high quality and energy-efficient
LED products, our lighting and indication selection
offers a unique solution that suits many workplace
environments and mounting needs.

Shelley Automation offers an extensive line of
pneumatic products ranging from air cylinders,
grippers, slide tables, solenoid valves and air
preparation units.
We offer pre-assembled manifolds, air
preparation equipment and customized actuator
solutions. Our sales and engineering team is
committed to size and configure your pneumatic
applications.

Shelley Automation offers a complete line of industrial
belted and flexible chain conveyors to optimize
performance and reduce downtime. We offer the
industries widest variety of sanitary conveyors
designed to improve product safety.
Our conveyance solutions include:






Belted conveyors
Pallet systems
SmartFlex
FlexMove
Roller belts

VALUE ADDED SERVICES
PRODUCT TRAINING

INSTALLATIONS

POST SALES SERVICE AND SUPPORT

FACTORY CERTIFIED REPAIR CENTER

MACHINE VISION FEASIBILITIES

PROGRAMMING

AUTOMATION LAB TEST CENTER

PRODUCT WORKSHOPS

IPS DESIGN CENTER
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